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Abstract. From the exact solution of the Dirac-Weyl equation we find unusual currents jy running in
y-direction parallel to a time-dependent scalar potential barrier W (x, t) placed upon a monolayer of
graphene, even for vanishing momentum component py. In their sine-like dependence on the phase differ-
ence of wave functions, describing left and right moving Dirac fermions, these currents resemble Josephson
currents in superconductors, including the occurance of Shapiro steps at certain frequencies of potential
oscillations. The Josephson-like currents are calculated for several specific time-dependent barriers. A novel
type of resonance is discovered when, accounting for the Fermi velocity, temporal and spatial frequencies
match.

1 Introduction

Growing interest to graphene (see e.g. Refs. [1,2]), is
stimulated by many unusual and sometimes counterintu-
itive properties of this two dimensional material. Indeed,
graphene supplies charge carriers exhibiting the pseudo-
relativistic dynamics of massless Dirac fermions. One ex-
ample of the unusual dynamics of electrons and holes in
graphene is the Klein tunneling phenomenon [3] which
occurs with unit probability through arbitrarily high and
thick barriers at perpendicular incidence, irrespective of
the particle energy, in accordance with experiment [4–6].
In consequence, the question arose of how to control the
electron motion in graphene and hence boosted detailed
studies of Dirac fermions under the influence of various
forms of scalar [7–23] or vector [24–27] potentials.

So far, many of works were devoted to studies of
graphene subject to static periodic electric fields, since
these structures known as graphene superlattices [7–12] al-
low controlling both spectrum and transport properties of
electrons in graphene. For instance, it was shown [12] that
1D graphene superlattices have a deep analogy with pho-
tonic crystals formed by alternating right-handed and left-
handed transparent media, similar as the earlier stated
analogy [13,14] of a p-n junction in graphene to a Veselago
lens. Superlattices of electrostatic periodic potentials can
be used to collimate the directional spread of electron
beams in graphene [15] so that waves of small transverse
momentum will dominate transport properties.
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Applying a time-dependent laser field to a pris-
tine graphene sample opens an alternative and efficient
way [16–18] to control spectrum and transport properties
of graphene samples. It has been shown that changing
the time dependence of laser fields can mimic [17] the in-
fluence of any electrostatic graphene superlattices on the
electron spectrum in graphene. Further, Dirac fermions in
graphene superlattices can aquire an effective mass pro-
portional to the frequency of an applied laser field, accom-
panied with an exponential suppression of chiral tunneling
even for perpendicular incidence upon the barrier [17,18],
which is in stark contrast to Klein tunneling occuring in
the absence of the laser field. Studies of how electron trans-
port in graphene is affected by time-and-space dependent
potentials are yet limited. Recently, it was shown [28] that
even scalar potential barriers can produce resonant ampli-
fication of reflections when modulated at proper frequen-
cies. Moreover, an unusual current running parallel to the
barrier W (x, t) in y-direction has been predicted [28] for
electrons at zero y-component of the electron momentum.

In this article we study in detail this unusual
Josephson-like current for electrons traveling at zero trans-
verse momentum, py = 0, accross a time-dependent poten-
tial barrier W (x, t), assumed as homogeneous along the
y-direction. Explicit calculations reveal Shapiro steps for
properly chosen frequencies and/or electron momentum
in a full analogy to the Josephson current arising through
an irradiated barrier between two superconductors. We
also show that this Josephson-like current in graphene
can assume a non-zero dc-component, resemble the
ac-Josephson effect, and/or be strongly enhanced at cer-
tain spatio-temporal matching conditions. Experimental
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test of our predictions should be within reach of present
day nanostructure design on graphene [19–23]. Note, that
a somewhat related effect, an unusual ballistic side-jump
motion of electrons and holes, has been predicted [29]
to occur in semiconductor quantum wells as a result of
Rashba spin-orbit coupling.

2 Exact solution for a scalar potential
of arbitrary space and time dependence

The honeycomb lattice of graphene engenders two copies,
τz = ±1, of Dirac-Weyl Hamiltonians [30]

H0 = vF [τ̂z σ̂xp̂x + σ̂y p̂y], (1)

centered about two inequivalent Dirac points (“valleys”)
K and K ′ at corners of the hexagonal first Brillouin zone
where electron-hole symmetric bands touch; here Pauli
matrices σ̂x,y,z act on two-component spinors represent-
ing sublattice amplitudes, exhibiting opposite Fermion he-
licities, σ · p/p = ±1. SU(2) rotations with respect to
the vector τ̂ of three Pauli matrices allow to continu-
ously transform both copies into one another [31] which
motivated the terminus “valleytronics” for isospin manip-
ulations based on eigenstates to τ̂z (Ref. [32]), in analogy
to the well-known research area of spintronics [33]. Propos-
als exist to valley polarize carriers, by means of nanorib-
bons terminated by zig-zag edges [32,34,35], by exploiting
trigonal warping at elevated energies [36], or by absorbing
magnetic textures [37].

Below, we focus on valley polarized situations. Indeed,
smooth electromagnetic or disorder potentials do not cou-
ple the two valleys [38], so that calculations can be done
independently, for either τz = +1 or τz = −1. Includ-
ing now the barrier potential W (x, t) the Dirac equation
becomes

vF(τz p̂x − ip̂y)ΨB + �W (x, t)ΨA = i�
∂ΨA

∂t

vF(τz p̂x + ip̂y)ΨA + �W (x, t)ΨB = i�
∂ΨB

∂t
, (2)

where the wave functions ΨA, ΨB describe electrons on
either of the hexagonal graphene sublattices, vF is the
Fermi velocity, and the momentum operator is defined as
(p̂x, p̂y) = (−i�∂/∂x,−i�∂/∂y). This equation has been
solved analytically for time-independent potentials, for
rectangular barriers [3], for trapezoidal barriers [39], or
for smooth barriers by the WKB method [40–42]. Ad-
ditional time dependent harmonic oscillations have been
considered, either of gate voltages applied to each side of
the rectangular barrier [43], or of an electric field imposed
parallel to the barrier [18], or treated in resonance approx-
imation [17]. Recently, the exact solution for py = 0 [28,44]
has been derived which allows [28] to uncover new physical
phenomena from spatio-temporal dynamics.

To keep this article self contained we briefly repeat the
crucial steps to obtain the exact solution of equation (2)
for py = 0 and arbitrary potential W (x, t) acting at pos-
itive times, i.e. W (x, t < 0) = 0 . The wave functions ΨA

and ΨB depend on time t and on the coordinate x across
the barrier, but not on the y-coordinate. This simplifies (2)
to read

−ivFτz
∂ΨB

∂x
+W (x, t)ΨA = i

∂ΨA

∂t

−ivFτz
∂ΨA

∂x
+W (x, t)ΨB = i

∂ΨB

∂t
. (3)

To solve (3) we use the ansatz

ψ±(x, t) =
1
2

(
eiS±(x,t)

±τzeiS±(x,t)

)
(4)

where the ± signs distinguish right and left propagating
solutions. Inserting (4) into (3) results in:

∂tS±(x, t) ± vF∂xS±(x, t) +W (x, t) = 0. (5)

This first order partial differential equation can be solved
by the method of characteristics [45], yielding

S±(x, t) = S
(0)
± (x∓vFt, 0)−

∫ t

0

dt′ W (x∓vF(t−t′), t′) (6)

explicitly in terms of W (x, t). In view of (4) the term
S

(0)
± (x, 0) describes the initial wave function ψ±(x, 0) at

time t = 0 which, in the absence of the barrier at t < 0,
can be, for example, a plane wave of wave number k in
the x-direction, S(0)

± (x, 0) = ±kx , or some wave packets.
Then equation (6), together with (4), describes the full
solution for t > 0

ψ(x, t) = a+(x− vFt)
(

1
τz

)
e−i

∫
t
0 dt′ W (x−vF(t−t′),t′)

+ a−(x+ vFt)
(

1
−τz

)
e−i

∫ t
0 dt′ W (x+vF(t−t′),t′)

(7)

where

a±(x) = eiS
(0)
± (x)/2 = [ΨA(x, t = 0) ± τzΨB(x, t = 0)]/2

encodes the initial condition. In particular, if the wave
packet is initially purely right moving, a− = 0 , according
to (7), it continues propagating to the right at times t > 0
with undistorted density distribution |a+(x−vFt)|2 with-
out reflection, acquiring at most a phase factor. However,
the situation becomes more intriguing when we consider
a superposition of left and right moving waves.

3 Current density perpendicular and parallel
to the barrier

Next we evaluate the current density

jx(x, t) = vFψ
∗(x, t)τz σ̂xψ(x, t)

jy(x, t) = vFψ
∗(x, t)σ̂yψ(x, t) (8)
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jy(x, t) = vF

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

sin 2
[
kx − W0

ω
sgn(x) sin2

(
ωt
2

− ω
2vF

∣∣L − |x|∣∣)]
, t < (L + |x|)/vF

sin 2
[
kx − W0

ω
sgn(x) sin

(
ω
vF

{
|x|
L

})
sin

(
ωt − ω

vF

{
L
|x|

})]
, t ≥ (L + |x|)/vF

(13)

for py = 0. Before coming to remarkably nontrivial conse-
quences from (7) below, let us first study the x-component
of the current density, flowing perpendicular to the barrier,

jx(x, t) = 2vF

(|a+(x− vFt)|2 − |a−(x + vFt)|2
)
, (9)

which is solely determined by the initial conditions and is
independent of W (x, t). An initially purely right moving
wave packet, a− = 0, generates an undistorted current
density peak jx = 2vF |a+(x − vF t)|2 moving at vF to-
wards the right. According to (9), right and left movers
in the initial wave will just add their contributions to the
current density of opposite sign. This confirms the find-
ing of perfect Klein tunneling through a barrier W (x, t)
of any space and even any time dependence. Furthermore,
the current jx does not depend on τz , giving the same
contribution from states near both valleys K and K ′. Re-
garding the current normal to the barrier we find so far
no unusual effects arising from the superposition of right
and left moving amplitudes.

Surprisingly, although we consider electron momenta
py = 0, we find a nonzero value for the current component
jy parallel to the barrier,

jy(x, t) = 4τzvF|a+(x− vFt)a−(x + vFt)|
× sin [S+(x, t) − S−(x, t)] . (10)

While equation (10) vanishes for unidirectional wave pack-
ets, jy becomes nonzero for superpositions of left and
right moving amplitudes, a+ �= 0 and a− �= 0 . Note
that any initial density peak arising from some voltage
pulse will generically contain simultaneously left and right
moving amplitudes. It is this superposition which causes
the qualitatively new phenomenon of a current along the
barrier, exhibiting striking properties as described in the
following. The sine-dependence in (10) is reminiscent of
the Josephson effect where it originates from the spatial
overlap of superconducting order parameters in the leads
of a Josephson junction. Similarly, jy in graphene origi-
nates here due to overlapping amplitudes of left and right
moving fermions.

Contrary to its x-component, the y-component of the
current manifests a nontrivial space and time dependence.
The latter also depends on τz. Therefore, the best way
to observe jy is to prepare a valley-polarized system. For
non- or partly polarized situations one should add the cur-
rent contribution from the second valley, yielding a total
current jy(x, t) = PjK

y (x, t) + (1 − P)jK′
y (x, t), where jK

y

and jK′
y refer to states near K and K ′ points, respec-

tively, and P measures the degree of valley polarization
such that P = 1 or 0 corresponds to complete polariza-
tion and P = 1/2 to the unpolarized situation. Since the

contribution from the other Dirac point K ′ can compen-
sate the current from K, measuring jy allows to determine
the degree P of valley polarization of a graphene sample.

On the other hand, the current variance in y-direction,

〈ĵ2y〉 − 〈ĵy〉2 = v2
F

[
1 − 16|a+|2|a−|2

× sin2 (S+(x, t) − S−(x, t))
]

= v2
F[1 − j2y(x, t)/v2

F] (11)

does not depend on τz. In equation (11) we have defined
the current operator ĵy := vFσ̂y . Even without valley
polarization they remain nonzero and can be measured.

4 Josephson-like current flowing along
the barrier

For valley-polarized situations, τz = 1 and P = 1, we
now investigate specific examples W (x, t) and substanti-
ate the analogy between the current jy and a supercon-
ducting Josephson current. We consider potentials of am-
plitudes W0, varying spatially on lengths scales L, and
oscillate at frequency ω such that they vanish on time
average. As initial condition we assume a superposition
of right and left propagating plane waves of equal ampli-
tudes, S(0)

± = ±kx.

4.1 Square well of width 2L

Let us first consider a single square well barrier

W (x, t) = W0 Θ(L − |x|) sinωt (12)

of thickness 2L and amplitude W0, oscillating at fre-
quency ω. Substituting this potential in equation (6) and
using equation (10), we derive

see equation (13) above,
where the curley brackets in the sine arguments of the
lower line refer to

{
|x|<L
|x|>L

}
. Figure 1 shows jy(x, t) for

small (Fig. 1a) and large (Fig. 1b) amplitude of the po-
tential barrier. With growingW0 an initial wave-like struc-
ture transforms into a more complicated spatio-temporal
pattern. However, as seen in Figure 1c for fixed x0, the
current jy(x0, t) remains periodic in time, as confirmed
by the spectrum

Sx0(f) =
∣∣∣∣
∫ ∞

0

dt jy(x0, t) exp(2πift)
∣∣∣∣
2

(14)

of jy at fixed x0, showing peaks in Figure 1d only at integer
harmonics.
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Fig. 1. Contour plot of jy(x, t) for the case of an oscillating
square-well potential (12). Bright (yellow): jy > 0, dark (blue):
jy < 0, as calculated using equation (13) for small W0/ω =
1.75, panel (a), and for large W0/ω = 10.7, (b). The other
parameters (vF/Lω = 2.35, kL = 1.27) are the same for all
panels (a)–(d). With growing W0, a wave-like structure seen
in (a) changes towards a more complicated pattern (b) of jy .
Panel (c) display cross sections jy(x0, t) of (b) at x0/L = 1.
Current periodicity seen in (c) is consistent with the spectrum
Sx0(f), as defined in (14) (normalized by its maximum value)
containing only integer harmonics as shown in panel (d).

4.2 Homogeneous electric field

We next consider an ac-electric field with amplitude
W0/L and frequency ω described by the potential

W (x, t) =
W0x

L
sinωt. (15)

For this case, we derive

jy(x, t) = vF sin 2
[
kx+

W0vF

L

(
t

ω
− sinωt

ω2

)]
(16)

from equations (6) and (10). Now jy may either follow
the periodicity ω of (15) or it may behave aperiodically,
compare the 2D contour plots in Figures 2a and 2b. To
see the non-periodicity of Figure 2b more clearly, we plot
in Figure 2c cross sections jy(x0, t) at fixed x0 for both
cases: the solid blue line, referring to Figure 2a, is clearly
periodic, while the dashed red line, referring to 2b, is ape-
riodic. Corresponding spectra (Fig. 2d) reveal the same
information: in the solid blue case they contain only in-
teger harmonics while the non-integer harmonics (dashed
red) describe aperiodicity. We can rewrite equation (16)
as a sum

jy(x, t) = vF

∞∑
n=−∞

Jn

(
2W0vF

ω2L

)

× sin
(

2kx+
2W0vFt

ωL
− nωt

)
(17)

Fig. 2. Contour plot of jy(x, t) for an oscillating homogeneous
electric field (15) at the Shapiro step n = 2 corresponding
to W0/ω = 0.86, vF/Lω = 1.16, panel (a), and away from
Shapiro steps, W0/ω = 0.76, vF/Lω = 1.03, (b). Bright (yel-
low): jy > 0, dark (blue): jy < 0, calculated by using equa-
tion (16) for kL = 1.27. A very regular pattern is seen in (a)
while the pattern is more “frustrated” in (b). Panel (c) dis-
plays cross sections of jy(x0, t) at fixed kx0 = 1.27 for the first
Shapiro step (solid blue line, W0/ω = 0.61, vF/Lω = 0.82)
and away from Shapiro steps (dashed red line, W0/ω = 0.75,
vF/Lω = 1). At the Shapiro step, clear periodic behavior is
seen, in contrast to aperiodic oscillations away from Shapiro
steps. This is consistent with the spectra (normalized w.r.t. the
peak maximum), cf. equation (14), shown in panel (d) where
only integer harmonics contribute to the solid blue line while
dashed red contains incommensurate harmonics. Contour plot
of jy(x, t) for the oscillating homogeneous electric field (19) (e),
calculated by using equation (20) for kL = 1.27, W0/ω = 1.75,
vF/Lω = 2.35. Panel (f) displays the cross section of (e) at
x0 = 0.5, which clearly exhibits now always time periodicity of
jy(x0, t) for this case.

using Bessel functions Jn. The last equation reveals that
at ω = ωn with

ωn =
√

2W0vF/(Ln) , n ∈ � (18)

and integer n, the y-component of the current exhibits a
peculiarity, similar to the so-called Shapiro steps [46] of
an irradiated Josephson junction. As seen in Figures 2c
and 2d, frequencies ω = ωn generate periodic oscillations,
which, again as in the case of Shapiro-steps, can induce a
nonzero dc-component of the current at given x0. Here,
we remind of the statement of the previous section, that
non-zero dc-currents allow to measure the degree of valley
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polarization. In view of equations (16) and (17) the overall
dc-current vanishes after averaging over x0 due to the har-
monic x-dependence of jy. Modulating the homogeneous
electric field at ω �= ωn results in aperiodic oscillations
(Figs. 2b–2d) and zero dc-component.

When we consider the same potential, seemingly just
phase shifted in time,

W (x, t) =
W0x

L
cosωt, (19)

instead of equation (16) this yields

jy(x, t) = vF sin 2
[
kx+

2W0vF

ω2L
sin2 ωt

2

]
(20)

without a term proportional to t in the square bracket
argument of the sine-functions and therefore without sim-
ilarity to Shapiro steps in Josephson junctions. The oscil-
lations of jy now are always periodic (as seen in Fig. 2e),
though jy could be quite complicated (see for example
Fig. 2f). For this case there is no dc-component of jy at
any x. The reason for this qualitatively different behaviour
as compared to (16) lies in the discontinuity of (19) at
time zero (we recall that we assume W (x, t < 0) = 0),
contrary to (15), so that (19) does not simply correspond
to a temporal phase shift. In the limit ω → 0 the effect
of a homogeneous electric field becomes time-independent
for both forms (15) and (19).

4.3 Spatially and temporally periodic potentials

Now we focus on potentials which are both, periodic in
space (with period 2πL) and in time (with period 2π/ω).
First consider

W (x, t) = W0 cos(x/L) cos(ωt). (21)

Intriguingly, this potential facilitates spatio-temporal
mode matching. In this case, the phase φ = S+ − S− de-
scribing the Josephson-like current jy ∝ sin(φ) varies as:

φ = S+ − S− = 2kx− 4W0LvF sin( x
L )

ω2L2 − v2
F

× sin
[
ωL+ vF

2L
t

]
sin

[
ωL− vF

2L
t

]
. (22)

In this case, oscillations of jy persist even when ω → 0
since the static potential of spatial periodicity L induces
a frequency component vF/L to electron waves moving at
uniform velocity vF which produces phase oscillations

φ = 2kx− 4W0L

vF

sin
( x
L

)
sin2

( vF

2L
t
)
. (23)

This reminds of the ac-Josephson effect [46] where
ac-current oscillations are generated by a time-
independent voltage. By contrast, the potential

W (x, t) = W0 cos(x/L) sin(ωt) (24)

is continuous in time, yielding a phase

φ = 2kx− 2W0L sin( x
L)

ω2L2 − v2
F

(
ωL sin

(
vFt

L

)
− vF sin(ωt)

)

(25)
that vanishes when ω → 0 with no ac-Josephson-like
effect. The essential difference (including presence or ab-
sence of the ac-Josephson-like effect) in the time depen-
dence of jy for (21) and (24) is again related to the
continuity of the potentials at t = 0.

On the other hand, when ω → vF/L, spatio-temporal
matching occurs so that both of the previous solutions
vary proportional to t, resulting in Josephson-like currents

jy = vF sin
(
2kx− tW0 sin(x/L) sin(ωt)

)
(26)

for potential (21) and

jy = vF sin
(
2kx+ tW0 sin(x/L) cos(ωt)

)
(27)

for the potential in (24). As a result, jy amplifies with
time. Indeed, for small values W0| sin(x0/L)| the ampli-
tude of jy(x0, t) oscillations grows resonantly within times
t � 2π/(W0| sin(x0/L)|), before it saturates, while the “ef-
fective” frequency of the oscillations keeps increasing with
time. We mention here the analogy to resonant excita-
tions of plasmonic oscillations (Wood’s anomaly [47]) by
spatio-temporal matching of the incident light with the
grating period. Figure 3 depicts contour plots of jy(x, t)
to illustrate this spatio-temporal mode matching for po-
tential (21): panel 3a away from resonance and 3b at res-
onance, ω = vF/L. In the latter case the initially slowly
varying structure is seen to “accelerate” as time increases.
Resonant amplification of jy(x0, t) is shown in Figure 3c
for fixed x0 and small W0| sin(x/L)| (blue line); away from
resonance (red line) jy(x0, t) stays small.

While at small W0 only few harmonics contribute to
the spectrum of jy(x0, t) their number and also the corre-
sponding frequency range considerably increases at large
W0, particularly in the non-resonant case ω �= vF/L. This
is demonstrated in Figure 3d. Those types of spectra, con-
taining dense frequency components over a wide range of
frequencies, can be employed for parametric amplification
of a weak signal (encoded in small variations of the ampli-
tude W0) by a strong drive (large amplitude W0) [48,49].

Finally, we discuss a spatial Shapiro-step peculiarity
arising in (22) due to the interplay of a linearly increasing
term ∼kx and an oscillatory term ∼ sin(x/L) in φ. At
fixed time t0 the current density jy(x, t0) ∝ sinφ becomes
spatially periodic whenever the Shapiro-step condition

k = kn =
n

L
, n ∈ � (28)

is met for the x-component of the electron momentum k.
Otherwise, jy(x, t0) behaves aperiodic in space. Interest-
ingly, the resonance condition (28) can imply a nonzero
spatial average 〈jy〉(t0) for the current density of electrons
with momentum k = kn.
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Fig. 3. Contour plot of jy(x, t) for an oscillating peri-
odic potential (21), away from spatio-temporal matching reso-
nance (a), cf. equation (22) (vF/Lω = 2.35, W0/ω = 1.75) and
at resonance (b), cf. equation (27) (vF/Lω = 1, W0/ω = 1.75).
Bright (yellow): jy > 0, dark (blue): jy < 0. Near resonance,
amplitude and frequency of jy(x0, t)-oscillations increase with
time, as seen in (c) for fixed kx0 = 0.0127 for the nearly
resonant case in blue (vF/Lω = 1.1, W0/ω = 1.75), com-
pared to the case away from resonance in red (vF/Lω = 2.35,
W0/ω = 1.75), where oscillations stay small. Panel (d) shows
the spectrum for large amplitude W0/ω = 10.7 of the po-
tential (21) at kx0 = 1.27 for the non-resonant situation
vF/Lω = 2.35: now many harmonics contribute, also at fre-
quencies much higher than ω/2π. Such types of spectra are
known [48,49] to enable signal amplification.

4.4 Traveling wave potential

Let us finally consider a potential

W (x, t) = W0 sin
x− v0t

L
, (29)

describing a traveling wave which can be generated by
running monochromatic electromagnetic waves. Using
equation (6) we derive

φ = 2

[
kx− W0L

(v2
0 − v2

F)

[
vF

(
cos

x− v0t

L

− cos
x− vFt

L

)
− (v0 − vF) sin

x

L
sin

vFt

L

]]
,(30)

from which we expect a competition between the velocities
v0 and vF. In the resonant case, v0 → vF , the phase
φ = S+ − S− grows proportional to time t,

φ = 2kx− t W0 sin
x− vFt

L
+
W0L

vF

sin
x

L
sin

vFt

L
(31)

and we find again a behavior resembling the Wood’s ano-
maly. However, from comparing equations (26) and (27)

Fig. 4. Contour plot of jy(x, t) for the traveling wave po-
tential (29), away from the resonance of matching velocities
(vF/v0 = 2.35) (a), cf. equation (30) and at the resonance
(vF/v0 = 1) (b), cf. equation (31). Bright (yellow): jy > 0,
dark (blue): jy < 0. Throughout Figure 4 we use parameters
kL = 1.27 and W0L/v0 = 1.75. Panels (c) and (d) display
the time dependence of jy(x0, t) at fixed x0 = L according to
equation (30): periodic oscillations (blue) are seen in the com-
mensurate case, vF/v0 = 2, and aperiodic oscillations (red)
when vF/v0 = 2.35. The resonant case vF/v0 = 1 is shown in
(d): according to equation (31) the effective frequency of the
oscillations now increases with time.

with equation (31) is seen that the non-propagating
wave (21) comes with node-like points in space, where
sin (x/L) = 0 and the dynamics of Josephson-like current
is frozen. By contrast, the running wave potential (29)
shows non-trivial dynamics of jy everywhere (there are no
nodes of jy in this case). As a result, the contour plots Fig-
ures 4a and 4b resemble the corresponding distributions
Figures 3a and 3b when tilted by 45◦. When k = kn (28),
jy(x, t0) becomes periodic in space at fixed time t0. As
for the non-propagating potentials (21, 24) we find spatial
Shapiro-steps in this case for any v0 and vF.

When v0 and vF are commensurate (but not equal),
jy(x0, t) becomes a periodic function in time at given x0.
This is seen in Figure 4c. For v0 = vF the already men-
tioned resonant case arises where the effective frequency of
jy(x0, t) increases with time, cf. equation (31), as depicted
in Figure 4d.

5 Conclusions

Using the exact solution of the Dirac equation for electrons
in graphene moving perpendicular to a scalar potential
barrier W (x, t), we calculate the current component jy
parallel to the barrier. In valley polarized situations for
packets containing both, left and right moving waves,
this current is nonzero despite of the vanishing inci-
dent momentum py. Its variance remains nonzero even
without valley polarization. The here predicted current

http://www.epj.org
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in graphene strikingly resembles the Josephson current of
coupled superconductors and we find solutions that re-
semble Shapiro steps. Both, temporal and spatial Shapiro
steps have been established, exhibiting nonzero mean cur-
rent when averaged w.r.t. time or space. For time oscillat-
ing graphene superlattices and for traveling wave poten-
tials, resonances were predicted due to spatio-temporal
matching which can strongly amplify Josephson-like cur-
rents in graphene and, at large driving amplitudes, can
generate a broad range of dense frequency components in
the spectrum of jy(x0, t) at a given x0. A resemblence to
the ac-Josephson effect can arise.
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